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However, there is still partial congestion due to the lim-

ited buffer size. In other words, the buffer management

strategy is still required to further schedule the mes-

sages, even in the spray and wait routing protocol.

An illustration of the message scheduling and drop

problem is shown in Fig.1. It is worth noticing that the

abscissa represents the passage of time (t), while the

ordinate indicates the buffer spaces of different nodes.

At different time points, messages Mi and Mj are gen-

erated in nodes a and b, respectively. After a period

of time, node a sprays half of its copies of Mi to node

b. Soon afterwards, node b also sprays half of its copies

of Mj to node a. Therefore, there coexist two kinds of

messages (Mi and Mj) in the buffers of both node a

and node b. However, they have different message copy

numbers (Ci) and remaining time to live TTLs (Ri).

These elements will make a significant effect on the pri-

orities of messages. When a connection is established or

buffer space overflows, we need to decide which message

to send or drop according to the priorities.
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Fig.1. Illustration of the message scheduling and drop prob-
lem. M : message ID; C: number of message copies; R: message
remaining TTL.

In general, the message with a larger number of

copies and a longer remaining TTL should be assigned

a higher priority, since it requires more transmission

opportunities. However, because of the lack of spray

opportunities, there may be some messages with a large

number of copies, while their TTLs are small, and vice

versa. Thus it is also reasonable to assign a higher

priority to the message whose remaining TTL or the

number of copies is increasing soon. The above anal-

ysis illustrates that the priority is not a simple lin-

ear combination, but a complex function of the num-

ber of message copies and remaining TTL. Therefore,

it is necessary to find an appropriate mapping (i.e.,

Priorityi = f(Ci, Ri)), which could change the number

of copies and remaining TTL into the priority.

In order to manage buffer space[9] effectively, we

need to decide not only which message to send in ad-

vance, but also which message to drop. Therefore, we

must make a trade-off among messages with different

numbers of copies (Ci) and remaining TTLs (Ri), and

then decide on a suitable priority. However, it is re-

ally challenging to perfectly map the number of copies

and the remaining TTL to the priority. The previ-

ous methods[10-11] almost depend on the heuristic al-

gorithms, which usually schedule the messages utilizing

a normalization strategy to simply compare the mag-

nitudes among the messages’ numbers of copies or re-

maining TTLs. However, it is impossible to prove that

the heuristic algorithm is optimal in terms of any opti-

mization goal. In other words, the previously proposed

scheduling and drop strategies commonly depend on

the intuitive sense. There is a lack of a strict proof to

guarantee the efficiency. For instance, if we attempt to

maximize the delivery ratio, we need to decide which

of the number of copies and remaining TTL is more

important in influencing the performance.

To address this challenging problem, this paper

presents a non-heuristic algorithm SDSRP, which in-

cludes two steps. First, SDSRP calculates the priority

of each message by evaluating the impact on the deliv-

ery ratio of both replicating and dropping a message

copy. Through this method, the message priority is ex-

pressed via the number of copies and remaining TTLs.

Second, the messages are sorted according to the pri-

ority. Dropping the message or not is also determined

according to the priority. However, SDSRP estimates

the parameters through a simple way, which could not

achieve accurate parameters, but the estimation way

does not waste extra buffer. Moreover, we find a more

efficient method to collect network parameters; there-

fore, we further propose an improved SDSRP (ISDSRP)

through enhancing the accuracy of estimating parame-

ters, aiming to further improve the delivery ratio. How-

ever, the collection way occupies extra buffer, which is

suitable in buffer sufficient environment. Finally, we

conduct extensive simulations based on synthetic and

real mobility traces in ONE. The results show that ISD-

SRP achieves the highest delivery ratio, similar average

hopcounts, and lower overhead ratio compared with

other buffer management strategies.

The main contributions of this paper are briefly

summarized as follows:

• We propose a non-heuristic message scheduling

and drop strategy in spray and wait routing protocol,

which maps the number of copies and remaining TTLs

to the priority by calculating the impact on the delivery

ratio of both replicating and dropping a message copy.

The drop decision and the scheduling order are further
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determined according to each message’s priority.

• A method to estimate the infection scope of mes-

sages (i.e., the number of infected nodes) is presented

in the spray and wait routing protocol. We also pro-

pose an improved message scheduling and drop strategy

ISDSRP through enhancing the estimation method.

• We conduct extensive simulations on both syn-

thetic and real mobility traces. The results show that

ISDSRP and SDSRP achieve better performance re-

garding delivery ratio, overhead ratio, and similar per-

formance of average hopcounts compared with the other

buffer management strategies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

We review related work in Section 2. The non-heuristic

message scheduling and drop strategy SDSRP and the

improved strategy ISDSRP are presented in Section

3. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the

proposed strategies through extensive simulations. We

conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Buffer Management Strategies in DTNs

Researchers in DTNs have proposed some relatively

effective buffer management strategies. In [12], a self-

adapting optimal buffer management strategy is pro-

posed. The mobility model is adjusted on the basis

of the nodes’ historical meeting records, and the mes-

sage dropping strategies are designed to optimize the

delivery ratio and average delay. Zhang et al.[13] de-

veloped a rigorous and uniform framework based on

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to discuss Epi-

demic routing and its relevant variations. They also

investigated how the buffer space and the number of

message copies can be addressed for the fast and effi-

cient delivery. The work in [14] proposes a new message

scheduling framework for both Epidemic and two-hop

forwarding routings in DTNs; the scheduling and drop-

ping decisions can be made in each contact duration in

order to achieve either optimal message delivery ratio

or average delay. Krifa and Barakat published three

articles in terms of buffer management in DTNs. In

[15], through optimizing delivery ratio and average de-

lay, they achieved the utility value of a given message.

Then they dropped the message with the smallest uti-

lity when buffer overflows. According to the achieve-

ment of [15], the work in [16] extends a scheduling

strategy to prioritize the message with the highest uti-

lity. Considering the strategy proposed in [15], where

bandwidth overloading easily occurs because excessive

information has to be stored and exchanged, Krifa and

Barakat[17] proposed an idealized strategy called the

global knowledge-based scheduling and drop strategy

(GBSD), in which signal overhead is reduced by op-

timizing the storage structure and statistics-collection

method. The work in [18] models message drops with a

continuous time Markov chain, and links the encounter

rate(s) with the drop ratio. The work in [19] controls

the replication and forwarding based on the source node

surroundings and analyzes the reliability and buffer ef-

ficiency in RDR, which is a novel routing scheme pro-

posed in this paper. The authors of [20] considered

the buffer and energy constraint problem and intro-

duced a performance analysis and optimization frame-

work, which is based on a joint optimization and game-

theoretic framework in DTNs.

All the aforementioned buffer management strate-

gies are only appropriate for the Epidemic routing pro-

tocol, and are usually unusable in the spray and wait

routing protocol. The proposed buffer management

strategies in this paper are used to address the spray

and wait routing protocol.

2.2 Improvements of Spray and Wait Routing

In recent years, in order to optimize delivery ratio

or average delay, researchers in DTNs have also im-

proved the spray and wait routing protocol. Spray and

focus[21] was proposed to overcome the passivity of the

wait phase, during which it forwards its copy to a relay

node with higher utility rather than “direct transmis-

sion”. Kim et al.[22] proposed a combined method con-

sisting of both the utilization of an ACK message and

a forwarding method based on the delivery probability.

In [23], in order to avoid identical spraying and blind

forwarding among mobile nodes, an adaptive spraying

scheme is defined based on the delivery predictability

of nodes. Subsequently, the authors proposed to uti-

lize multiple spraying techniques. Although the above

methods pay attention to improving the spray and wait

protocol, they just focus on choosing the next appro-

priate hop[24] and controlling the number of copies. In

other words, the above methods ignore the message

scheduling and drop problems. For example, there is

more than one message in the buffer: which message

we should prioritize, and which message we should drop

when the buffer overflows. The most related work is

shown in [25]; however, the accuracy of estimating pa-

rameters of [25] could be further improved.

Motivated by the above drawbacks related to the

spray and wait routing protocol, we are the first to
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study the buffer management in the spray and wait

routing protocol. We propose a message scheduling and

drop strategy, which maps the number of copies and the

remaining TTL to the priority through calculating the

impact on the delivery ratio of both replicating and

dropping a message copy. The messages are sorted and

dropped according to the priority.

3 Message Scheduling and Drop Strategy on

Spray and Wait

To deliver a clear problem formulation and gain use-

ful strategy insights, in this section we first introduce

the assumptions and put forward the congestion control

problem to be addressed. Next, priority is proposed to

reflect the impact of duplicating and dropping a mes-

sage copy on delivery ratio. According to the prior-

ity, we develop the message scheduling and drop strat-

egy (SDSRP). Finally, we propose an improved message

scheduling and drop strategy on spray and wait routing

protocol (ISDSRP) through enhancing the accuracy of

estimating parameters.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Considering the following network environment,

there are N nodes in the fixed area; messages with

random sources and destinations are generated period-

ically. Each message has a given TTL, after which the

message is no longer useful and should be dropped. Nei-

ther an immunization strategy nor an acknowledgment

mechanism is utilized to guarantee the receipt of pack-

ets. We use random-waypoint as our mobility pattern.

The routing protocol in this paper adopts spray and

wait. In addition, the intermeeting time between a pair

of nodes tails off exponentially[26].

To maximize the delivery ratio, this paper primar-

ily addresses the following two problems regarding the

spray and wait routing protocol. 1) When more than

one message coexists in the local buffer and the node

cannot ensure whether the contact will last long enough

to forward all the messages, we should make a decision

regarding which message to send first. 2) If a new mes-

sage arrives at a node’s buffer and overflowing occurs,

we should make a drop decision amongst messages al-

ready in the local buffer and the new comer.

To solve the aforementioned two problems, we at-

tempt to obtain a message priority to decide the

scheduling and dropping order. However, it is actu-

ally challenging to define a considerate priority, which

can reflect the utilities of different messages. In other

words, it is really difficult to find a reasonable map-

ping, which can change the number of copies (Ci) and

remaining TTLs (Ri) into the priority. There must be

a bridge to assist the mapping. To maximize delivery

ratio, we first express the delivery ratio as a function

of Ci and Ri. Then, the priority is derived from the

effect of both replicating and dropping a message copy

on delivery ratio (△P ). Through this method, we suc-

cessfully establish a mapping from the number of copies

(Ci) and remaining TTLs (Ri) to the priority (as shown

in (1)).

Priorityi = △P = f(Ci, Ri). (1)

However, there are an enormous amount of mapping

methods, and different mapping methods result in diffe-

rent priorities of messages. Fig.2 is a detailed example
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Fig.2. Detailed example of the message scheduling and drop problem. M : message ID; C: number of message copies; R: message
remaining TTL.
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regarding the message priority problem. The situation

is similar to the one in Fig.1. There are also two kinds

of messages (Mi and Mj) in the buffers of both nodes

c and e. In node c, Mj has both a greater number of

copies (C) and remaining TTLs (R), compared with

Mi. It indicates that Mj needs more transmission op-

portunities. Therefore, the decision made in node c is

Priorityi < Priorityj . However, after a period of time,

the decision in node e is exactly the opposite of that in

node c. Although Mj still has both a larger C and a

larger R in node e compared with Mi, the number of

copies (C) and the remaining TTL (R) of Mi are both

increasing soon. Therefore, in node e, a higher priority

should be assigned to Mi.

In addition, it is impractical to find a simple map-

ping which can satisfy all the optimization goals. The

priority in this paper can only be used to optimize de-

livery ratio. Therefore, we make decisions as follows:

if the bandwidth is insufficient to forward all messages

in its local buffer, the node should preferentially repli-

cate the message with the highest priority. If the buffer

overflows, the node drops the message with the lowest

priority, among messages already in local buffer and

the new comer. The main notations are illustrated in

Table 1. The pseudo-code of SDSRP is described in

Algorithm 1.

3.2 Priority Calculation Model

In DTNs, nodes mainly utilize occasional communi-

cation opportunities to transmit messages. Therefore,

the intermeeting time will seriously influence the deliv-

ery ratio. Aiming to solve the problem, we first define

the intermeeting time and the minimum intermeeting

time as follows.

Definition 1. Intermeeting time I is the elapsed

time from the end of the previous contact to the start

of the next contact between nodes in a pair.

Definition 2. Minimum intermeeting time Imin is

the minimum elapsed time for a specific node from the

end of the previous contact to the start of the next con-

tact with any other node.

According to the descriptions in Subsection 3.1, the

recent researches[26] prove that intermeeting time tails

off exponentially in many popular mobilities, such as

random walk, random-waypoint, and random direction.

Our simulations are based on following four scenarios:

a synthetic one (the random-waypoint mobility pat-

tern) and three real-world traces (EPFL 1○, KAIST, and

NCSU 2○, which will be detailedly described in Subsec-

tion 4.1). We first perform simulations regarding the

distribution of the intermeeting time in the aforemen-

tioned four scenarios, aiming to examine whether they

can fit an exponential distribution.

Table 1. Main Notations Used Throughout the Paper

1. SDSRP
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As can be seen in Fig.3, the intermeeting time ap-

proximately follows an exponential distribution for the

above four scenarios: f(x) = λe−λx (x > 0). Assume

that λ is the parameter for the exponential distribu-

tion of intermeeting time and E(I) denotes the mathe-

matical expectation of intermeeting time, then we have

λ = 1
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contact the destination during Ri, but also the new

infected nodes will not finish the delivery to the desti-

nation within Ri. Moreover, we assume that Ri is long

enough to spray all the initial copies. Therefore, the

Ci copies of message i will keep infecting logCi

2 nodes

until the number of copies is reduced to 1. In addi-

tion, the interval time for the adjacent infections can

be estimated as E(Imin). It means ni(Ti) new infected

nodes will be generated every E(Imin) time units. Thus

P (Ri) can be expressed as (5).

P (Ri)

= 1−

log
Ci

2∏

k=0

e−λni(Ti)(Ri−kE(Imin))

= 1− e−λni(Ti)((log
Ci

2 +1)Ri−
1
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of (P (Ri) − 1) ln(1 − P (Ri)); results show that when

0 6 P (Ri) < 1− 1/e, Ui increases monotonously with

P (Ri). Otherwise, when 1− 1/e 6 P (Ri) < 1, Ui de-

creases monotonously with P (Ri). In the analysis, it is

necessary to assign a higher priority to messages with

higher P (Ri) when the estimated P (Ri) is lower than

1−1/e; this is for the reason that this approach is help-

ful for delivering the message. However, it is not suit-

able to assign a higher priority to messages with higher

P (Ri) when the estimated P (Ri) is larger than 1−1/e.

This is mainly due to that messages with higher P (Ri)

can still be delivered even in a lower priority. Aiming

to trade off the priority, we assign the highest prior-

ity to the messages, whose P (Ri) equals 1 − 1/e (the

peak point in Fig.4). According to the analysis of (5), if

(11) is satisfied, then P (Ri) = 1− 1/e. In other words,

the messages whose expected encounter time with the

destination equals the sum of the remaining TTLs are

top-priority. Therefore, the priority used in the paper

makes sense.

1
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in their dropped lists, which avoids the duplication of

the dropped action. After a period of time, every node

can estimate di(Ti).

Data Structure:

Encounter

Node ID

Node A

Node A
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C
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C

B

A
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Fig.5. Data structure and updating process of dropped list.

The estimation method of mi(Ti) is shown in Fig.6,

which describes the message transmission process of the

spray and wait routing protocol. During the whole pro-

cess, we record the time when the message is binary-

sprayed (i.e., t0∼t3). Assuming that the current time

is t3, we can estimate the message transmission process

of each node as shown in Fig.6. Furthermore, we can

estimate the value of mi(Ti).

E↼Imin↽

E↼Imin↽

E↼Imin↽

t0 t1 t2 t3

Fig.6. Binary spray process to estimate mi(Ti).

We assume that the current number of copies for

message i is Ci, and the initial number of copies is C,

and then we can get the height of the tree: n = log
C/Ci

2 .

The solid line in Fig.6 represents the real transmission

process, and the dotted line represents estimated trans-

mission process. Considering that messages are binary-

sprayed after a period of E(Imin), we get the estimation

for mi(Ti) as (14).

mi(Ti) =
∑n−1

k=1 2
⌊

tn−tk
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Data Structure:
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Fig.8. Data structure and updating process of message history.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Setup

Aiming to demonstrate the performance of the pro-

posed SDSRP, an opportunistic network environment

(ONE) simulator[27] is employed in this paper. We

have carried out simulations using both the synthetic

random-waypoint mobility pattern and the real-world

traces: EPFL (i.e., GPS data of San Francisco taxis),

KAIST (i.e., trace of the students who live in a cam-

pus dormitory of KAIST), and NCSU (i.e., trace of the

students who took a course in the Computer Science

Department of NCSU). In the random-waypoint sce-

nario, each node repeats its own behavior, selecting

a destination randomly and walking along the short-

est path to reach the destination. In the first trace

EPFL, we use the data of the first 200 taxis in this

paper (as shown in Fig.9). The second trace KAIST

is taken by the students who live in a campus dormi-

tory of KAIST (as shown in Fig.10). The third trace

NCSU includes randomly selected students who took

a course in the Computer Science Department. Every

week, 2 or 3 randomly chosen students carried the GPS

receivers for their daily regular activities (as shown in

Fig.11). Five buffer management strategies (spray and

wait, spray and wait-O, spray and wait-C, SDSRP and

ISDSRP) are implemented in order to compare their

performances. Spray and wait adopts the FIFO (first in

first out) buffer management strategy. Spray and wait-

O regards the ratio between the remaining TTL and the

initial TTL as the priority. Similarly, spray and wait-C

treats the ratio between the current number of message

copies and the initial number of copies as the prior-

ity. SDSRP is proposed in this paper, and ISDSRP is

an improved strategy of SDSRP through enhancing the

accuracy of estimating parameters. In order to reflect

the efficiency of the proposed buffer management strat-

egy, we set a small buffer size. The detailed simulation

parameters are given in Table 2∼Table 5.

Fig.9. Real-world movement trace of EPFL.

Fig.10. Real-world movement trace of KAIST.

Fig.11. Real-world movement trace of NCSU.

While a range of data is gathered from the simu-

lation, we take the following three main performance

metrics into consideration[28]:

1) delivery ratio, which is the ratio between the

number of messages successfully delivered to the des-

tination and the total number of messages generated in

the network;

2) average hopcounts, which is the average number

of hops for the successful message delivery from source

to destination;
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Table 2. Simulation Parameters under

Random-Waypoint Mobility Pattern
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Fig.12. Delivery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio as a function of the initial number of copies, buffer size, and message
generation rate under the random-waypoint mobility pattern. (a)(d)(g) Delivery ratio. (b)(e)(h) Average hopcounts. (c)(f)(i) Overhead
ratio.

Fig.12(b) describes the variation trend of average

hopcounts as a function of the initial number of copies.

It is easy for us to get the result that spray and wait

consumes the most average hopcounts to deliver a mes-

sage. Moreover, there is an upward trend of average

hopcounts along with the growth of the initial num-

ber of copies on spray and wait, and it matches our

understanding. It is worth noticing that spray and

wait-C achieves the lowest average hopcounts. It is

mainly due to that messages with fewer copies (more

hopcounts) are dropped. Therefore, all the successfully

delivered messages have fewer hopcounts in spray and

wait-C. However, it is a very pleasant surprise that SD-

SRP still achieves better performance regarding ave-

rage hopcounts, compared with spray and wait. It is

mainly caused by the reasonable scheduling and drop

strategy, which adequately utilizes transmission oppor-

tunities, and avoids transmission redundancy. More-

over, ISDSRP achieves lower hopcounts compared with

SDSRP.

Fig.12(c) provides some important data regarding

overhead ratio performance. Overhead ratio is ex-

ploited to measure the amount of effective links; a

higher overhead ratio indicates fewer effective links.

Therefore, it is easily apparent to find that spray and

wait-C still gets the worst overhead ratio performance,

due to unreasonable buffer management. The curve

shapes of spray and wait and spray and wait-O are

almost the same. It is worth noticing that ISDSRP

and SDSRP can achieve the lower overhead ratio per-
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formance, and the overhead ratio of ISDSRP falls far

below that of the other three buffer management strate-

gies.

For the second group of simulations, we set the ini-

tial number of copies to 32, and the generation rate to

one message per 25∼35 seconds. The changes of deliv-

ery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio as a

function of buffer size are shown in Figs.12(d)∼12(f).

Fig.12(d) displays the variation of delivery ratio

along with the growth of the buffer size. We can make

a conclusion that there are five kinds of upward trends

in varying degrees regarding delivery ratio. The ten-

dency of spray and wait-C is not obvious. However,

there is a significant upward trend over the buffer size

from 2 MB to 5 MB for ISDSRP, SDSRP, and spray and

wait. This phenomenon indicates that delivery ratio is

sensitive to buffer size, even in a congested network en-

vironment. Compared with other buffer management

strategies, ISDSRP still achieves the best performance,

which further proves that the reasonable scheduling and

drop strategy improves the delivery ratio.

According to Fig.12(e), the change of average hop-

counts as a function of buffer size is shown. As can be

seen from the graph, over the buffer size from 2 MB to

5 MB, the average hopcounts of the five buffer manage-

ment strategies remain stable. Moreover, ISDSRP and

SDSRP still achieve fewer average hopcounts compared

with spray and wait. Fig.12(f) provides some important

data of overhead ratio as a function of buffer size. It

is worth noticing that there is a potential relationship

between Fig.12(c) and Fig.12(f) for the reason that a

larger buffer size indicates that more message copies

can be held. Therefore, the curve shapes of Fig.12(c)

and Fig.12(f) are almost inverse. The overhead ratio of

ISDSRP still achieves the best performance.

Next, in the third group of simulations, we set the

initial number of copies to 32, and the buffer size to

2.5 MB. The change trends of delivery ratio, average

hopcounts, and overhead ratio are plotted as a func-

tion of message generation in Fig.12(g)∼Fig.12(i) re-

spectively.

Fig.12(g) depicts how the delivery ratio varies with

the decrease in message generation rate. The notation

10∼15 for the message generation rate means that a

new message is generated every 10∼15 seconds. Thus,

the message generation rate decreases with the increas-

ing horizontal axis, resulting in a decrease in congestion.

Therefore, there is not a great deal of difference regard-

ing curve shape between Fig.12(g) and Fig.12(d). The

results show that ISDSRP outperforms the other buffer

management strategies with respect to the delivery ra-

tio regarding different message generation rates.

Fig.12(h) exhibits the performance of average hop-

counts. It reveals the relationship between average hop-

counts and message generation rate. As can be seen,

message generation rate does not have much influence

on average hopcounts. However, ISDSRP and SDSRP

appear to have a significant improvement along with the

decrease of message generation rate. The above phe-

nomenon indicates that reasonable buffer management

effectively utilizes the buffer space. At last, Fig.12(i)

illustrates the changing trend of overhead ratio as a

function of message generation rate. The curve shape is

similar to that of Fig.12(f). It is natural and reasonable

because a lower message generation rate is equivalent

to a larger buffer size. ISDSRP still outperforms the

other buffer management strategies with respect to the

overhead ratio. To conclude, compared with the other

routing protocols, ISDSRP and SDSRP improve the de-

livery ratio, reduce the average hopcounts and overhead

ratio under a random-waypoint mobility pattern.

4.2.2 Performance Evaluation under Real-World

Trace EPFL

We plug the real-world trace of EPFL into ONE

to simulate taxi mobility over the first 18 000 s. The

detailed simulation setup is shown in Table 3.

For the first part of the simulations, we set the buffer

size to 2.5 MB, and the generation rate to one message

per 25∼35 seconds. The variation tendencies of de-

livery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio as

a function of initial number of copies are shown from

Figs.13(a)∼13(c). In contrast to the random-waypoint

mobility pattern, the movement of the taxis in the real

trace lacks regularity and the nodes cannot contact each

other as frequently as done in the random-waypoint mo-

bility pattern. However, ISDSRP and SDSRP still re-

tain a high delivery ratio while the initial number of

copies increases. Thus, it leads us to the conclusion

that ISDSRP still gets the best delivery performance,

even in the EPFL environment. In summary, ISDSRP

and SDSRP do an excellent job in delivery ratio, ave-

rage hopcounts, and overhead ratio performances. The

second and the third groups of simulations are displayed

in Figs.13(d)∼13(i), which shows the change trends of

delivery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio

along with the change of buffer size and message gene-

ration rate, separately. It is worth noticing that the

curve of spray and wait-C in Fig.13(i) is different from

the one in Fig.12(i). In the random-waypoint mobility
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Fig.13. Delivery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio as a function of the initial number of copies, buffer size, and message
generation rate under the real-world trace EPFL. (a)(d)(g) Delivery ratio. (b)(e)(h) Average hopcounts. (c)(f)(i) Overhead ratio.

pattern, the nodes have equal encounter opportunities.

Therefore, spray and wait-C is equivalent to random

selection when the number of copies is small. Thus the

message generation rate has little effect on overhead

ratio. However, there is an obvious aggregation phe-

nomenon in the EPFL environment. With the decrease

of message generation rate, the useless forwardings also

decrease. In conclusion, the proposed scheduling and

drop strategies effectively solve the congestion problem

of spray and wait routing in DTNs. In conclusion, ei-

ther in the random-waypoint mobility pattern or real-

world trace EPFL, ISDSRP obtains the highest delivery

ratio, similar average hopcounts, and the lowest over-

head ratio regarding different initial numbers of copies,

buffer sizes, and message generation rates, compared

with spray and wait, spray and wait-O, and spray and

wait-C.

4.2.3 Performance Evaluation under Real-World

Trace KAIST

For the first group of the simulations, we set the

buffer size to 6 MB, and the generation rate to one mes-

sage per 20∼25 seconds. The variation tendencies of de-

livery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio as

a function of the initial number of copies are shown in

Figs.14(a)∼14(c), which leads us to the conclusion that

in KAIST trace, ISDSRP and SDSRP still do an excel-

lent job in delivery ratio, average hopcounts, and over-

head ratio performances as a function of the initial num-

ber of copies, respectively. The second and the third

groups of simulations are displayed in Figs.14(d)∼14(i),

which shows the change trends of delivery ratio, average

hopcounts, and overhead ratio along with the change of

buffer size and message generation rate, separately. It

is not difficult to find that ISDSRP obtains the highest
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Fig.14. Delivery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio as a function of the initial number of copies, buffer size, and message
generation rate under the real-world trace KAIST. (a)(d)(g) Delivery ratio. (b)(e)(h) Average hopcounts. (c)(f)(i) Overhead ratio.

delivery ratio, similar average hopcounts, and the low-

est overhead ratio regarding different initial numbers of

copies, buffer sizes, and message generation rates seper-

ately.

4.2.4 Performance Evaluation under Real-World

Trace NCSU

The detail simulation setup is shown in Table 5. The

simulation results of trace NCSU are similar to that of

KAIST. Therefore, we omit the detail descriptions in

terms of this part. The simulation results are shown in

Fig.15.

5 Conclusions

In DTNs, the probabilistic nodal mobility and in-

terruptible wireless links lead to nondeterministic and

intermittent connectivity. The store-carry-and-forward

paradigm is used by most routing protocols to effi-

ciently deliver messages. However, due to limited sto-

rage space, the excessive copies of messages easily lead

to buffer overflowing. Therefore, how to reasonably al-

locate network resources becomes significant. In this

paper, aiming to improve the delivery ratio, we pre-

sented a non-heuristic message scheduling and drop

strategy on the spray and wait routing protocol (SD-
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Fig.15. Delivery ratio, average hopcounts, and overhead ratio as a function of the initial number of copies, buffer size, and message
generation rate under the real-world trace NCSU. (a)(d)(g) Delivery ratio. (b)(e)(h) Average hopcounts. (c)(f)(i) Overhead ratio.

SRP), which calculates the priority of each message by

evaluating the impact of both replicating and dropping

a message copy on delivery ratio. Simultaneously, it

schedules messages and makes drop decisions accord-

ing to the priority. Moreover, we also proposed an

improved message scheduling and drop strategy ISD-

SRP, by enhancing the accuracy of estimating method.

We conducted simulations in ONE under the synthetic

random-waypoint mobility pattern and the real-world

trace EPFL. The simulation results showed that com-

pared with spray and wait, spray and wait-O, and spray

and wait-C, ISDSRP and SDSRP achieved higher de-

livery ratio, similar average hopcounts, and lower over-

head ratio.
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